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Weekend Promises
Fun and Frolics

Officers

Elected

bv
The Order

Gownsmen

of

mara-

in a

ized

campaigning

Emer-

characterized the long balloting.

ging as winners were Doug Myers,
president; Jack Sanders, vice-president;

and

Wade,

Bill

TOM BROADFOOT

Being nigh upon that time immortalby one bard as the "Hooray, hooray, the first of May" season, the coming weekend has been chosen for tVn
annual spring fertility rite here on th<
Mountain.
In honor of the occasion the Univer
sity will present a pagan pageant en
titled "Animal Farm." Included in th

thon election which spanned nearly a
week has elected its officers for the
coming year. Numerous runoffs and

much behind-the-scenes

secretary.

an English maThe new president
jor from Jacksonville. Myers has served
as treasurer of his fraternity. Phi Del-

of thousands will be pigs, lizards and snakes, with a goose or two

cast

is

Kayden Translations Printed

Jack Sanders, a mathematics major
from Merriam, Kan., succeeds Dan

published in English, they demon-

The Antioch Press has recenty anmnced the publication of four books
as vice-president. He is presiof poetry, translations from the Rusdent of Delta Tau Delta and was one
juniors

five

Sanders is a
Phi Beta Kappa.
Economics.
proctor and has played varsity football
into

secretary's

the

literature has experienced a lity flowering comparable to PericleGreece and Elizabethan England,
from Greenville, N. C. He has served
whereas we have the works oi
as treasurer and rush chairman of Beta
Russian novelists Tolstoy, DostoyevTheta Pi, is a proctor, a sacristan,
;ky, Turgenev, Chekhov
we have very
member of the Student Vestry, thi
little of Russian poetry.
It also quotes
Highlanders, and the Green Ribbon Solie
famous scholar Thomas G. Masaciety, and chairman of the OG bad
yk
that "in Russia, far more than in
check committee. He also played foot-

duties from the outgoing scribe, Hill
Wade is a history major
Ferguson.

—

;

two

ball for

poets

Europe,

years.

f

The new

be installed

officers will

a future Tuesday chapel and will fully
assume their offices at the May meeting
of the Order.

—

not the

poet,

to

whom

thinker as

of

with which to hold unto the
of

the

Rev. Francis W.

who was commissary
at the

Sewa
Uni

Tremlett,

of the University

time of the opening of this b
The Rev. A. B. Tremlett

Church

of the

of

with St. John in London.

St,

St.

Peter's

sci-

Ruslamp

pages.

entir.

structures.

collection

of

Boris

He came

site of

home

the

first

large

built in 1869,
It

it

stood on the

the present Tremlett Place, the
of Mrs. Hjenry M. Gass, and the

of

deem-

In the past Spider
has shown neither mercy nor sympathy

talents elsewhere.

for those that fall

down

in their tasks.

;

assistants to the

Commandant

of

(May,,

Opera- the

risk.

Down

in the glen at the Fiji dance

Henry the Spinners from Nashville will play.
Squadron I; Again it's worth the risk.
Dozier, Commander of
Cadet Capt Bill Rue, Commander of
The Swinging Dynamics will move
Squadron II; Cadet Capt. Robin Gard- from the gym to the SAE House Satner, Commander of Squadron HI; Ca- urday night.
They vow to have the
det 1/Lt. Jim Folbre, Personnel Offi- hottest spot on the Mountain.
cer; Cadet 2/Lt. Jim Kendig, AdminDick Cotton from Nashville will rat2/Lt.
Bob
HoOfficer;
Cadet
istration
tle the rafters in the new Lambda Chi

Materiel Officer; Cadet

1964)

Ellig,

tions Officer; Cadet Capt. Vic Stanton,

Capt.

Cadet 1/Lt.
and Commander

Ma-

well, Inspector;

Bill

honey,

of Flight

I.

O.,

ture.

The poems range

in

mood from

The tone

abode.

be

will

soft

and dead-

ly after eleven.

tanooga.

1/Lt Dick Ide, Exec.
The Sigma Nus are going gay with
Squadron HI; Cadet 1/Lt "Chuck"
Commander of Flight A; Ca- the Dukes from Murfreesboro. Down
road in the Delta Tau den will be
det 2 ''Lt. Judson Freeman, Command- the
Chris Kelly and the Sherwood Greens.
er of Flight C; Cadet 2/Lt Jack Lund,
Remember:
Commander of Flight D; Cadet 1/Lt
Bob Wallace, Commander of Flight E; "Should you relent, and decide to reron H; Cadet

of

Kuhnell,

his lovely youthful lyrics

Cadet 2/Lt. Jim Adams, Commander
Collins

of Flight F.

(June, 1964)

his assistance

Monroe

on Sunday, time well spent'

K. Spears
The Editor

The Teacher

DR. CHARLES HARRISON

CHARLES TISDALE

As a

scholar Dr. Spears has acquired

a reputation

which

distinction as a

is

man

an asset to his
of letters.

How-

ever, as a teacher, his scholarship is
not terminal. In his presence, the stu-

wealth of knowledge.
was a Doctor of Civil Law degree, a
As a friend, Dr. Spears lends perdegree used by Oxford and Cambridge sonality to his function as a teacher.
but then not used in this country, in Intolerant of academic pretension, he
English
help
of
appreciation of the
incorporates a sincere atmosphere of
churchmen and universities.
intimacy. The student responds to the
The Rev. A. P. Tremlett, who is the man in the teacher. Both in and out
to the stuguest of Mrs. Hunter Wyatt-Brown, will of the classroom it is a joy
as a colleague in
preach Friday at 5:30 p.m. in St, Luke's dent to be respected
Ihe search for pleasure and profit.
Chapel.
recognition

$3.50

A Tribute to

below the gymnasium, Polk dent is assured that knowledge is only
Spring, became known as Tremlett. The of value when it is shared. He is alfirst honorary degree of the University
lowed the freedom to develop his own
benefitting from a
of the South was awarded to Dr. Trem- capacities while
in

masterful

strongest influences in Russian litera-

$4.50.

spring

lett

is

B; Cadet 2/Lt. Doug Myers, Assistant
Three young ladies will give a floor
poems of the Personnel Officer; Cadet 2/Lt. Al
show at the Kappa Sig house in conI;
Cadet
great nineteenth century poet and nov- Stone. Exec, of Squadron
nection with the Glentones from Chat2 Lt Craig Morrison, Exec, of Squadelist Mikhail Lermontov, one of th<

Pasternak'

Church, Belsize

When

who

sentative selection of the

The

resignation

of

Dr. Spears

is

a

Monroe Spears came

to the

Univer- earlier studies of Auden, an essay on
Allen Tate's criticism (still, I believe,
the most penetrating piece that has
been done on the subject), and a mis-

South as Editor of the Review and Professor of English in 1952.
family is as equally heartfelt. One may But he was not a stranger to Sewanee
opportunity before that He had been a frequent
the
take consolation in
which others will soon learn to cherish. contributor to the Review: some of his
great disappointment to the permanent
The loss of his

Sewanee community.

churches and visits to benefactors, and ingratiating personality of its
which provided the funds essential for teacher. Dr. Spears has achieved a
the opening of school here in 1868. The distinction of which most teachers can
He has given intimate
gifts of that first visit, totaling 2,500 only dream.
pounds, were used for the first frame substance to the material of his trade.
chapel, St. Augustine's, and other sim- This is the art of teaching.

was
was named Tremlett.

Red Dog.

Thus, if you fall, get up; if you pass
For the fourth rotation period of the out, do so in a dark corner. All shield
795th AF-ROTC Cadet Group, Cadet Lt. bearers
toting
fallen
heroes home
Bill Wheeler assumes command.
hould stick to the bushes and avoid
ROTC Group is run by the cadet he pavement where the green dragon
officers of the Advanced Corps, and it
with the luggage rack prowls.
The
undergoes a change of command of all
white dragon with the red eye usually
cadet officers four times each school
bite.
Previous group commanders for
Appropriate frenzy music for the
:orps have been Tommy Floyd,
uitful occasion will be provided in ten
Jack Royster, and "Butch" Brooks, all
cations Saturday night.

by Alex- Group; Cadet Capt. Bob

THE DEMON AND
Lennontov:
OTHER POEMS. A large and repre

patriotism and

by
London, at the time E
It is a long established truism that
Charles W. Quintard went to England
He had been a great friend Contemporary English Poetry is one of
in 1867.
of the Southerners who gathered in the courses which every well-informed
London during and after the Civil War, graduate of this university has includnotably Matthew Fontaine Maury. Mr. ed in his curriculum. It is not often
Tremlett was most helpful in arranging that a subject matter becomes subordiBishop Quintard's tour of English nated to the scholarly comprehension

hall for students

as

of the cast

Steph.

Park,

ple

in verse

combining

ring and somber verse
own last versions and expanded "The Lay of the Merchant Kalashni
kov" and "The Demon." With portrai
by over a hundred pages of new poem
illustration, preface by C. M. Bowr;
of the translations Mr. Kayden origi
nally published in 1959. In the largest and notes by the translator. 224 page:

The Rev. Francis W. Tremlett wa
of

both a romantic narrative and
view of early nineteenth
With notes by

poet's

this country primarily to deliver the
Perkins lectures at Wichita Falls, Tex

rector

:

novel in verse

the

"The Covetous Knight," "Mozart and
Salieri," "The Stone Guest" (a retelling of the Don Juan legend), and "A
Feast During the Plague." With note:
by the translator and profusely illustrated with woodcuts by the contemporary Russian artist V. Favorsky. 128

(Another list of five books is announc
ed for publication in the fall of th:
year and spring of 1965.)
Pasternak: POEMS. A new edition
greatly revised in accordance with the

stitution.

rector

i

of

characterization with dramatic

The four books being published be
tween April and July are listed belov

versity Archives the diartes of his forebear,

known

Any member

ed outstanding, standing or otherwise,
by the proper authorities will be en-

translator

ander Pushkin,

Russia in the

in

is

comAlexander Push-

Four short dramas

declared that litera-

sian people "a light, a flame, a

to present to the

creature

be assisted by a fearsome

will

At the Independent House you can
Campbell,
F.
a, Major William
grind with Gronbeck to the music of
it present each of the rank Cadet
the Demos from Shelbyville.
and many illustrations Colonel.
by V. Kuzmin based on Bushkin's penThe Bull Moose Lodge Playboys will
new
advanced
cadets
with
poOther
cil
sketches. 268 pages. ?4.50- (July.
be joined by String Bean and his Playtions for the final rotation period of
boys from Raleigh, North Carolina. The
lis school year are: Cadet Capt. John
Pushkin: THE LITTLE TRAGEDIES. McDowell, Executive Officer of the house is snake infested, but it's worth
the

sense of destiny."

P. Tremlett is in

week

He

century Russian society.

editor of the Atlantic

1958,

i

The Rev. A.

tion.

a penetrating

Mr. Ed-

Russia listens."

who was
of

man

ture, especially poetry, is for the

nee this

masterpiece,

are the true educators
it is the thinker as

ward A. Weeks,

summer

Presents
Dairies

translation

kin's

which

312

EUGENE ONEGIN. A

plete

the people ...

Monthly,

Tremlett

ihkin:

author.

(April, 1964)

$5.50.

oi

a brief statement the Antioch anncement goes on to say that Rus-

for three years.

Wade assumes

Emeritus

modern Russias

.test

by Eugene M. Kayden, who re- pages.

initiated

in 1955 as Professor

Bill

the range and versatility of the

te

Duncan
the

will

be somewhat in charge of the produc-

ent scout for Sin City), to develop hi3

Released

executive of the student government.

of

The Sober Spider

for the geese.

couraged by Spider (he's really a tal-

Advancements

Theta, is president of the German
Club, treasurer of the Glee Club, and
chairman of the OG ring committee.
He succeeds Bill Stirling as the chief
ta

recently

No. 1,392

S.

sity of the

cellaneous

number

exhibited

his

of other things that

exceptional

range

of

knowledge and of intellectual compeHe had given a public lecture
tence.
for

the

Sopherim—a
meaning

of

critical

examination of

"religious

literature."

And he and Mrs. Spears had spent
summer in the old Beta house.
It

is

Sewanee
I

is

respected for

more widely known and
its

publication of the Re-

view than for any of
tions.

a

a commonplace to observe that

Each recent

its

other distinc-

editor of the

view has contributed to

its

Re-

quality:

in

my opinion. Dr. Spears's most important editorial achievement was an increased catholicity. Glancing back over
the issues for which he was responsi-

one will be struck by the nice
balance he maintained between a broad
representativeness and a well defined
ble,

emphasis on those motives that are appropriate to Sewanee. His Review
was explicitly Southern in focus, without ever becoming provincial, and explicitly religious in commitment, without parochialism. But this was not the
(Continued on page three)
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Step in the Right Direction?

This week most of our thoughts and activities have been in

:tually lost.

For the

time the Dean of

first

felt

it

place to study and socialize. The Chattanooga liquor stores
have noticed their usual increase in business that always precedes Spring Weekend. Accommodations remain scarce in spite
of the increase in the number of shaft letters. As we all begin
to party, let us recall past weekends, and their consequences.
In past years when students exercised reasonable discretion,

blame

governed conduct on party weekUpperclassmen can remember when drinking at footends.
ball games was a common occurrence, but it was always done

more

a

liberal social policy

with care. They can also remember other instances in which
they were allowed more social freedom in exchange for rein recent years

more

we have been

continually loosing

more and

was climaxed by the institunew social code as a result of last year's Spring WeekAlthough some feel that we gained by the new policy.

of our social freedom. This

tion of a

end.

The

or the Discipline Committee.

We

have only ourselves and our own lack of restraint to
for our present situation. The social code is not within
Sewanee tradition of allowing each student freedom
to use his own best judgment. However, our past conduct shows
little promise of our being able to accept the responsilnlitnmore liberal policy. Only by realizing our poshowing that we are capable of using discretion and
will we be able to recapture our freedom.
Spring Weekend can be a step in the right direction, or it
The step, whether it be
:an be a step in the wrong direction.
the true

l

1

or negative,

is

ours to take.
R.

Habi

Equal Opportunity

Pitfalls of

VII, called "Equal Employment Opportunity,"
a completely unconstitutional declaration of policy
that purports to impose upon private employers

"In
there

is a cure to all social evils.
part of the "Equal Employment OpThis section would make it unwith
twenty-five
employer
or more employees
in an industry affected

g that legislation

title

moment

a

is

ion of the

bill.

i

These are the words with which Representative Louis C.
described the "Equal Employment Opportunity" section of the Civil Rights Bill in a speech he delivered before

>

discharge

Wyman

the House of Representatives.

Nowhere

_.„_, conditions,
of such indivi-

sieges of employ

in the Constitution is

=e

origin;

or

'

of the laws.

No

)

to

previous inter-

Commerce Clause even suggest that this type
private employment practice affects commerce within the
meaning of congressional regulation.
Congressman Wyman also said in the same speech that very
few people have taken the time to read the bill in its entirety.
"They like the sound of it, because it is called 'civil rights,* but
if they read it carefully and consider its consequences if put
in operation they will not like all of

it,

not a bit"

Many

of

do not really know what they are
They are inspired by human sympathy and mis-

this bill's ardent supporters

supporting.

Sport or Business?
by

COLEY McGIXXIS

a program which is for the
which the students, in the main,
is

benefit

of the

students,

olor, religion.

Have supporters

of the Civil Rights Bill stopped to think

and

control.

about racial balance each time they add another
person to their payroll. No longer is a company able to hire

have

to think

When

Students have to
baseball experts.
still

make

mistakes.

if

If

business,

and they

lose

and not too many of them are

know all the rules, they can
and when that happens, it shouldn't
they do

be the cause for the end of the world. It is only a game. That
umpire is a fellow student, trying his best, and he is not trying
to throw the game to anyone. When someone even suspects
such a thing, the sport is gone.
There are several points which might go a long way towards
alleviating this weakness in an otherwise strong program. First,
have all boys who wish to officiate take a test to show that
they have some basic knowledge of the rules. And only those
who pass this test shall be allowed to umpire. One good
umpire can call a better game than two poor ones. Secondly,
the players should familiarize themselves with the rules. Nobody likes to admit he doesn't know them, but there is a
pretty good chance that 80 per cent of those playing intramurals could not pass a test over some of the more basic rules.
They would be surprised, and somewhat disappointed in themselves, if they read that book and found out how little they
know. And it might prevent one of them from making an ass
of himself.

a bad bill this is. This is witnessed by the recent trend in mail
received by Senators. Letters against the bill far out number
those for it. It is also witnessed by the tremendous showing
As the deof Governor Wallace in the Wisconsin primary.

more people are beginning

bate in the Senate continues,

—

<

it.

We're

great,

and

mosphere
no, actually, I'm not
A man whom I know,
whose job has caused him to travel to many Southern campuses
.

And

W&L

just

remember, the difference between Sewanee and
is in the approach: they do it individually,
it in large happy groups.
Again, happy

horror shows

we

while

prefer to do

The Flying Gownsman,

to see

'64

The Best of

1

ABBO'S SCRAPBOOK
The only disadvantage

youth

of

(if

indeed

tl

in not being able to abstract oneself out of one':

order to comprehend

it.

Only time and understanding between the individuals
different races can produce what this bill purports
R.

of

the

to

ac-

No man

has a right to be horn a Protestant. Protestantism

Haht

may

Qeese of a Feather
by
There

is

ROSS

.

.

MOORE

a revolution of sorts going on here at the Univerand it is not an insignificant one. It bears

sity of the South,

watching and bears supporting, if one is in a position to help.
Over one hundred fifty of the students at Sewanee are not
members of a social fraternity. Of these one hundred fifty
men, eleven are members of an organization calling itself the
Association of Independent Men and purporting to speak for
all the Independents on campus. A small majority of this infinitesimal group elects the Independents' representatives both
to the Discipline Committee and to Pan-HelL
This is, to say
the least, an unequal situation and one which, for the good
of the school if for nothing else, should be rectified.
Twenty-five people recognized the evil and sought

be sure.

When we

.

can deceive without being deceptive or dishonest;
when we can neglect or ignore without being rude; when we
can change without being unstable; when we can blame others
for our own mistakes; when we can hurt without being cruel
or unkind;

do

all

when we can give plea;
we are young.

these things,

The

faults

.

Few

persons have wisdom enough to prefer criticism, which
night be useful to them, to praise, which deceives them.

La Rochefoucauld

to cor-

it.
Acting in good faith, they sought by Parliamentary
means to rectify a situation losg the joke of the entire campus.
They nominated officers, only to have their nominations declared invalid where earlier they had been accepted.
They
tried to join the organization, only to have a membership deadline set and the Treasurer sent out of town until after the
deadline expired to avoid receiving the money. Does all this
sound a little ridiculous, a little childish? It should, and it is.
Is an organization which purports to be representative of all
the independent men on campus acting in good faith when it

rect

acts thus? If these be our brothers, let us

The writer does not pretend

have enemies.

—

to be unbiased far from it, he
a member of the so-called "coup" himself, yet when so obvious and flagrant an example of the rudimentary regulations

of fair play

perpetrated in the interest of keeping one small
group of willful people in power, someone should speak up,
is

and loudly.
Because of the courageous and well-disciplined action of the
leaders of this so-catled "coup" at the meeting of the ATM last
Tuesday, the elections have been re-scheduled at the constitutionally appointed time,

Independent on campus

payment

i.e.,

may

the last Tuesday in May.

isctuanrc purple

The University Weekly Newspaper

RICHARD HART
DON TIMBERLAKE
JODY TRIMBLE
BILL MUNSELLE
DOUG PORCH
DAVE BROOKS
COLEY McGINNIS

DANNY ANDERSON
HENRY DOZIER
TOM EAMON
ROSS MOORE
DOUG MILNE
BILL MAHONEY

Any

AIM. The

time has come to end non- participation by the non- affiliated
men in affairs at the Independent House, This is a chance to
accomplish something really lasting and tum the AIM into the
representative body for ALL the Independents on campus rather than for a few willful men. This requires only participation.
dollars.

—Founded 18Q2

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!

vote in this election simply by

of a five dollar fee to the Treasurer of the

CDI's of the campus unite!

illinium

VL\)t

You have nothing

to lose

but

five

Flank Die

Second Class postage paid at Sewanee, Tennessee. Published
every Thursday from September to May inclusive, except during vacations (Christmas, Spring) and examination periods
(last two weeks in January and May) by Tide Sewanee Pdhfle:
the official organ of the students of The University of the South.
Telephone WM r.K'iK Siil.v iptions, per year, $3.50 in Sewanee,
$400 mailed.
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satisfying.

love

the fallacy in attempting to legislate a cure for social evils.

is

And finally, the most important point of all is this. Next
time one starts to argue with an umpire, he should put himself
in the umpire's place. Very few umpires, realizing that their
Vji'y. k-dge is limited, will mind someone questioning a decision,
if he does it in the right way.
But once a final ruling has been
obtained, nothing any player can do or say will help do anything but get the umpire madder and more determined to see
that his team will not get away with anything.
It is hard for Coach Bryant to find capable boys to umpire.
If the students want good umpiring, then they've got to treat
these boys like their fellow students. They are no different
from them. Every call they make has to dissatisfy one team,
and it won't be the same team all the time. Respect the officials
and play the game to enjoy it to win, but to enjoy it. One
will find then that an afternoon of sport really means something to him, and a victory under such
more

in the South, we'll all agree.

I

we've got ten thousand acres to be great on. And our physical
plant is supposedly great, too. We've just moved everyone out
of "sub-standard housing units" into huge new stone dorms
(and are currently in the process of moving them back into
"sub-standard" etc.), and everything's in good shape. Wonderful. But the hypocrisy is this. If we are such great people,
Southern Gentlemen, and all that, how are we supposed to
tolerate the obviously inferior conditions around us? Consider
briefly the following: a Student Union that is housed in what
is possibly the most rustic building in all of Appalachia; roads,
particularly between the Beta House and Gailor, and in front
of the Forestry Building, that would do justice to the home
county of the loser of the 1938 gubernatorial election in
Georgia; the normal accoutrements of civilization, such as barber shops, restaurants, stores, where the atmosphere and service are indeed Gothic and medieval; prices that are unreasonably high in comparison with similar service ten miles
away; and so on. The list is endless. I'm horrified that such
well-bred young men as we are forced to exist in such an at-

cook on his ability to cook. No longer is a newspaper able to
employ a reporter only on his ability to write, or a movie company an actor solely on his ability to act. In each of these the
employer must always keep a racial balance regardless of the
outcome for his business. This is just one example of what

a person has

They become a
officiate,

Even

Fine.

complish.

no more selfrespect than to throw softballs, gloves, or anything else handy
at an umpire in an intramural game; when a person is so tied
up in the game that he heaps abuse on an umpire not only
when he makes a call (bursts of temper are excusable), but
continues to do so long after the play has happened and the
decision has been made, intramurals are no longer friendly
relaxing competition.

superlatives.

all

hunting.

appears now, however, that certain members of our student body have forgotten the purpose of this program. When
one student gets mad at another over something no more important than a softball game, there is something dreadfully
the situation.

—

what

the consequences of this section could be? Employers would

It

wrong with

lizards

students, the sharpest guys, the best

Science and English departments, the most horrible

Political

passage of the Civil Rights Bill could bring.
In recent weeks many citizens have begun to realize what

The intramural program here is an excellent one in many
ways. It provides a means of relaxation and entertainment for
a great number of students. It is perhaps the most important
means of inter-fraternity competition next to Rush, But it

We're the coolest school

like this:

We've got the smartest

over the past ten or twelve years, has stated it well, I think.
He said: "Sewanee has as many problems as other schools like
it, probably more. The difference is that Sewanee
hides them.

segregat-

limit,

pretations of the
of

There's been something that I've often wondred about this
I really wouldn't call it hypocrisy, because I really
It goes something
it's an intentional thing.

place.

don't believe that

.

lal

1

there enunciated a "right to be free from discrimination except in the Fourteenth Amendment, which prohibits the states

from denying equal protection

Gownsman

rictly define

)ositive

1964

The Jlying
Men

what could and what could not be
done as regards ^oci;il activities. Before we had been governed
by a flexible policy which dealt with each case on its own
we
are
governed
merits. Now
by a set of arbitrary rules which
allow no discretion as to their application by either the Dean

anticipation of the coming party weekend. The lake and the
dormitory roofs have replaced the library as the most popular

23,
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ATOs Take
Lead

Softball

TIGER

The ATOs have taken over
session of

IM

place in

first

sole pos-

by

softball

virtue of a 5-3 victory over the Snakes
and an 11-3 decision over the Betas.

TALK

by

COLEY McGINNIS

The

Sigs are

and Kappa

Independents,

Betas,

in a current three

all

way

tie

The Betas edged the SAEs on
homerun in the 7th inning by Bob
Davis 8-7, and beat the Fijis 21-9. The
Kappa Sigs beat the Phi Delts 16-15
for 2nd.

hitting timely. We are making the
weather has finally turned
Springy, and the Spring Sports pro- plays we didn't make earlier on degram is now in full bloom. Even the fense, but we've still got to come up

a

intramural program (see editorial page,
So
please) is beginning to flourish.

and the Faculty 13-12

The

.vith

the big play to take us out of the

nning.
But there has been a lot of
on with it.
improvement, and we are learning more
"We had some real good times Sat- about our personnel. I feel they will
urday," Coach Moore commented about do better," he concluded. My theory i<
the boys will hit their peak right
his team's 109-36 slaughter of Emory
Saturday. "Of course, it's hard to tell around time for the CAC, and I'm sure
because they didn't have much, but we that would make Coach Majors and the
did have some real good efforts," he entire team happy. It would be the
continued.
"M. L. Agnew threw the
shot farther than he has ever thrown
I had better get in a plug here for
John Scott did real well in the 100 the golf team. Coach Bryant wa;
it.
and he broke the school record in the of town this weekend, so there ai
330 hurdles. And John May, a fresh- comments.
The boys did soundly
man, got his first win in the 880."
thrash Chattanooga after losing to them
"Then you have to say something earlier. But their primary concern now
about Joe Colmore since he was high is the TIAC here this weekend. The
point man. He did a real fine job. And course should be in excellent shape,
me in the and if the weather is good, golfing this
Vic Stanto i had
440." Moore then went on t o evaluate weekend will be outstanding. T<
the future chances of his tea m. "We're few minutes off and drop by on your
real thin. way somewhere and give our golfers
still not in shape,
Just a few boys a re doing nost of it some support. They would appreci
I just hope that e very body is well by
(he CAC." le concluded.
up nth
The
couple of wins last week, but Dr. Bni'
say
ton didn't have too much to
edjrt
{Cm
"Chattanooga was scared of us after wi
broke their long winning streak last only kind of balance that marked
year.
They were beaten before the Spears's Review: he was equally hoslot's

in a non-league

The Independents

.

edged

Delts 14-10 and skunked the

get

the

Lambda

Chis 21-0.
other action

In

the Delts defeated

SAEs 12-10 and the Lambda Chis
The Phi Gams dropped the Phi
The Snakes won two close

the

19-12.

John Scotl break* the
\ard dash
[06-39

Delts 6-3.

t

ones 6-5 over the Fijis and 3-2 over
the SAEs. The Theologs dropped the

in last Saturt

Monda>

for

two

Sewanee Tracksters

Swamp Emory
The Sewanee thinclads buried Emory

er

109-36

Sewanee winners included

Bill

under a fierce assault in both the track Johnson (220 and 2nd in the 100), Ted
and field events last Saturday and
rs (Javelin and 2nd in the diswalked away with a 109-36 victory. The
western yesterday afternoon.
The
Neal Iverson (high hurdles and
win evened their record at 2-2. Joe
and John May
n the Javelin),
scores were 8-5 and 12-8 with Al
Colmore was the meet's top scorer with
The 440-yard relay team of
Sherer and Dick Nowlin getting the
points, while John Scott set a new
Ivreson
Seiters.
and
Scott, Johnson,
wins.
Jim Rolling, Frank Stubbleool record in the 330 intermediate
won as did the mile relay team of field, and Bob Swisher had home runs.
hurdles with a time of 40 seconds.
Freels, Seiters, and Stanton.
Colmore won the pole vault and high Johnson,
in
nine
first
and
second
took
Sewanee
mp while placing second in the two
Other double winners events and swept the mile, the shot put,
hurdles races.
Bruce Gibson (Mile and Two javelin, and discus. The Tigers, in conMite), John Scott (100 and 330 hurd- trast to the Southwestern meet where
pitable to writers of established repuand M. L. Agnew (Shot Put and the running events provided the marSpetation and to unknown writers.
is).
Emory swept the broad jump gin of victory, held an edge in both
cial acknowledgment should be made
Again the
:ond in the triplt categories against Emory.
of his cordial encouragement of both
Their running edge was bigger at 67-15, but
for 17 of their 36 points.
instructors and students at Sewanee. It
3 this past week with two fine
only first came in the 440 where Puck- in the field events Sewanee also held
Review
that
the
recall
5 pleasant to
The netmen walloped a good
nosed out Vic Stanton in a fas a 42-21 edge and 17 of Emory'
/jus the first publisher of Richard TillChattanooga team 8-1, with Frank
of 51.4 seconds.
nghast's poems.
Jones leading the way with a 6-4, 3-6,
6-1 win over an old rival Morrow
Dr. Spears's accomplishment as scholChamberlain. Tom Rowland won his
ir can best be recognized by simply
.

Spears, Editor

match started. And against Emory, we
went into the doubles with a 4-2 lead,
and our boys went through them with
almost no competetion. The matches
were relatively easy. Either could have
beaten us, but I didn't expect it," Bruton noted.
He then mentioned the
TIAC in Chattanooga. "This may be
the last year for that meet. We are
planning on winning again, if nothing
unexpected happens." How will the

Netmen Continue
Excellent Record

:iting

the

two large-scale works

that

match 7-5, 7-5 over the
3 champion who beat him

learn do in the CAC? Who knows? They he has recently published. In 1959, the
do face Carson-Newman here Satur- Oxford Press brought out its definitive
day in their final home match of the Literary Works of Matthew Prior,
ted by Dr. Spears in collaboration with
"We're just lacking a little bit in the his friend H. Bunker Wright; and,
last two games.
There has been some 1963, Oxford published the Spears sV
of The Poetry of W. H. Auden.
nine
improvement.
When
we
put
real
innings together, we'll beat somebody." first is a major achievement of literary
Those were the words of a somewhat scholarship; the Audeti has been
frustrated Coach Majors, whose base- scribed by more than one distinguished
ballers have run into a streak of tough critic as the best book that anybody
luck. "We got as many hits as Vandy has written on any modern poet.
ids solid
did and loft more men stranded. We're short, Dr. Spears
ognition as that tz ;st of academic phi

the tournament
Felix Pelzer, and

Study Yields

Compound
Results of an independent study program in chemistry begun at the University of the

South in 1960 have been

published in the Journal of Chemical
and Engineering Data. A new com-

pound, CuC12-CH30H, was isolated
during the course of a systems study
and accepted as the original work of
D. E. Campbell, G. R. Cochran, C. M.
Hall, J.

P. Scheller,

working with Dr.

and

J.

J.

Stuart

T. Felder Dorn,

sistant professor of chemistry.

is

equally

of the doubles after winning the
No. 2, No. 3, No.. 5, No. 6 singles.
Sleepy Frank Jones lost his match af-

base hit in

this, however, is the ev(
important consideration that he

i

i

.

of

wha

student
;

of

i

For

that

prise.

al-

Sewanee ever

;

teams of 1909-10.

finest

!

in

size, is

>

since he retired as Bishop

The gymnasium, one

Florida.

of

of

the South for a school

named

for him.

He

is

also

important force in the campaign to
se 10 million dollars for

This year's

the Univer-

team which
the banquet waded

basketball

be honored at
through a tough schedule for a 10-10
will

record.

They

finished

fourth in the

CAC

but went unbeaten in conference
play during the regular season. Lettermen honored include captain Bob

the master of ceremonies.
Expenditures for materials for the moral sanity.
His leaving Sewanee is a major loss.
chemical research project were $750 for
There is some question as to how
of Sea rofractometer, $600 for a balance, and But his having been a member
celebrates
Bishop Juhan's birthday will be cele- Bishop Frank A. Julian, who
will
continue
approximately $2000 for chemicals. The wanee for a dozen years
Coach Varnell is working on his 77th birthday Monday, will be honorbrated.
to be a major distinction in Sewanee's
rest
funds covered faculty

and anybody who knows Lon Var- ed

football

has been a guiding force in athletics at

tioners and postulants of the arts. Who
mors, and was made possible by
The principal address will be delivergrants totaling $7,800 from the Petrol- hasn't had his ears opened to Schubert ed by the Honorable Joe C. Carr, Seceum Research Fund and by a National by Monroe Spears, or to Bartok? Who retary of the State of Tennessee and
from devoting
hasn't been deterred
Science Foundation grant for under
a possible candidate for the governorgraduate research participation. Work himself prcscriptively to some supership in 1966. He will be introduced by
on the Benzene-Methanol-Copper sys- ficial or merely fashionable aesthetic
the Honorable James H. Alexander,
terns will continue, although all the interest? In his many kinds of involveformer member
st udents
who collaborated with Pro- ment with life at Sewanee, Dr. Spears state Treasurer and a
serv- of one of Coach Varnell's basketball
fessor Dorn on the fust report have has characteristically and reliably
ed the interests of both intellectual and teams. Mr. Arthur Ben Chitty will be
now been graduated.

that,

should be quite

it

Bishop Juhan, a quarterback on

Sewanee

the

April 27th, at Clara's.

of the

knows

lell

The Sewanee basketball team will
its annual banquet Monday night.
Coach Lon Varnell has lined up a fine program for the

hold

matter, I can hardly
body's dwelling in Sewanee without
evening, which also happns to be the
learning directly from him. His teach

history.

not

The doubles were

Basketball Banquet Slated for Monday;
Cagers and Juhan Ceremoniously Honored

—

Sewanee without

and Jim Folbre,

his serve consistently lost

most a farce with Jones-Rowland winning 6-1, 6-1; Harris on -Pelzer winning
the 6-2, 6-2; and Folbre-Gwinn winning
6-2, 6-0.

le to dwell on Dr. Spears's effectiveess in the classroom where his cometence is by no means limited to thi
ighteenth century and contempoi
have dwelt
literature. But nobody

his teaching ha:

sets,

win

three sets.

in

77th birthday of Bishop Frank A. JuThe program, enabling promising ing, like his editing, is marked at onehan, the Director of Development and
young chemists to work on independent with vigor and with generosity.
to one of the most ardent supporters of
virtually,
extends,
generosity
The
research while still undergraduates,
program.
all the arts, and to all genuine practi- the Sewanee athletic
accomplished largely during the s

pervision and scholarships,

three

ter

able to

ai

xcels in his teaching as notably as ii
is scholarly production. It is not fo:

in

Mark Davenport won

sweep

Beyond
lore

No.

matches easily; Jim Folbre came
back aftr losing the first set to win
No. 4 singles 3-6, 17-10, 6-2. The only
loss was the No. 1 doubles.
On Friday the team defeated Emory with a

literary fields.

thoritative in tw<

T.IJV.C.

last year in
Joe Harrison,

their

'

who

finals.

at

the basketball banquet.

LumpDan Duncan, Ru-

Swisher. Mit FitzSimons, Sandy
kin,

Jimmy

Varnell,

Ted Waters, Larry Cunningham, Tom Ward, and David Paspert Walters,

chall.

—

—
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Fifty Titles Enter Circulation

Library Reviews Recent Books
by

MIKE CASS

Grant's nose, a tour de force which in
singli
of this
t's own opinion considerably lengbring to the attention of the students books recently entered into cir- thened the Late Regrettable Conflict.
ranee's Richard Boiling, Democulation; that is, those books which
congressman from Missouri, figshould be of interest to the students
prominently in The Congressman:
not only as students, but as general
seekers, inquirers, and curious minds His Work as He Sees If, by Charles

^chniques of

(The

;

to

:

This column will not bug you
with esoteric titles like Care and Cultivation of Lichen Flora in the Outer
as well.

banks 0/ Nova Scotia, by Bruce Pink.
Only books which have bearing on curi, or on typical student interesis
motor sporis,
hunting, fishing, girls,
will be chosen for mention
jirls, etc.
lere.
On the other hand, no one peron can possess the catholicity of taste
epresented in a 700-man student body,
o there will be disagreements from
eader to reader on how choice the

—

title-;

listed

are or are not.

sum: the University Library is,
and foremost, for the students.
This column will be a formal means
the Library to inform you, the stufirst

;nt,

of interesting

titles

The remainder

of the selected

are of literary interest.
Miller's

The Colossus

One

is

books

Henry

of Marousst, writ-

by the author whose Tropic
of Cancer was to create a temporary
L. Clapp.
Besides Boiling, thirty-five uproar in the early 1960's. Under the
participated
in
the
Volcano,
other Congressmen
by Malcolm Lowry, is perriews from which the author has haps the best novel by the man whom
put together the book, including legis- Mr. Lytle terms the best of the imlators from Alabama, North Carolina, pressionists.
This is a 1947 copyright
nia, Florida, Mississippi, and Texnot previously available at Sewanee.
Motive and Method in the Cantos of
!dwin M. Borchard, Professor of Law Ezra Pound is edited by Lewis Leary;
Yale, has compiled sixty-five cases it includes four essays on the most
which defendants later found inno- controversial work of a most controwere originally found guilty and versial poet. One of the essays is by
t
tenced.
Titled Convicting the In- Hugh Kenner, praised by English matent: Errors of Criminal Justice, the jors everywhere for his eminently readi-k is intended to display weaknesses
able books on Pound and T. S. Eliot.

Vautrease

ten in 1941

Quintet Signed

recently re-

For Jazz Concert

ived)

Among

approximately fifty titles entering circulation this week, we have
On Saturday afternoon of party pianist for the group. The Quintet
ilected nine.
These are largely of
ademic interest only. The greatest weekend, April 25th, 1964, the Sewa- features Allen Merry on flute and altoOthers of the group are
Jazz Society will present at Sewa- saxophone.
benefactors are members of the Latin
for the first time, the Vantrease bassist Bobby Richardson, who once
itet.
The concert will be held in was with Count Basie, drummer Ber?s apply in that area: EI Gringo.
by D. H. Radler. and Milton Eisenhow- Guerry garth, which is the enclosed nard Clark, tenor- saxophonist David
beween Walsh-Ellett Hall and the Baker, and vocalist Senor Cortez. The
The Wxnc is Bitter. Both books are
To add to the arcadian group has been together for almost two
tises on current or recent U. S. old library.
PURPLE GIRL OF THE WEEK: Miss Sandra Prewitt of Oak Ridfie
tmosphere of a spring afternoon, jazz years. They have cut one LP which
:y in Latin America, written by
weeks Purple girl. She is a sophomore at the University of Chattanooga,
inistrators of that policy. Radler's followers are asked to bring a blanket has not yet been released and are preshe holds both the title of Moccasin Beauty and Military Queen. Her soroi
book deals especially with the problem with which to sit upon the ground. sently booked at a club in Chattanooga.
cf Communism in the area and Uncle Some folding chairs will be available The majority of the men teach at Fisk
ity
slickers.
The Society had University in Nashville and are from
Sugar's various methods of combatting
ame: the O-A.S. and the Peace Corps, hoped to sell beer, but since Univer- Jackson, Tennessee. The jazz they
social policy prohibits it in school play ranges from Cannonball Adderley
by
Two provocative books in history are buildings and yards, it will be impos- compositions to George Gerschwin melWalsh-Ellett Hall class rooms odies.
They have composed some of
ffered. Jacques Levron's Pompadour is sible.
he bography of Madame de Pompa- vdl be locked, so join the Jazz Society their own songs, one of which was
This is one of those special weeks feel they can use to take over the
>n the green.
Price per person is S1.50 written by tenor- saxophonist David
our, Louis XV's famous honey. Beefwhere even the Owl Flick is good. Fel- United States. Who can stand up
advance,
the
Baker
and
is entitled "David's Lone."
n
$2.00
at
gate
(on
the
teak Raid, by Edward Boykin, chronilini's S 1^ (winner of an Oscar for best against all of this? Frank Sinatra leaps
The Concert will Sewanee men Don Crichton, Bob
les the 1864 exploits of General Wade library walkway).
foreign film ) has come but thiq is not into the breach. He also was in the
lence at 2:00 p.m. and will last Bordon, Jim Wilson, Bob Greenland,
Hampton. C.S.A., in swiping thousands
brainwashed
the only good flick.
which
was
but
they
group
of head of beef
cattle
from under for about two hours. In case of in- Joe Winkelman, and other Jazz Sodidn't quite do a complete job on him.
Thursday and Friday The Four
ciety members have heard the group
ather
Days oj Naples
Pure melodrama? You're right but it
Chattanooga, and said the
e switched to Guerry Hall Auditor- play
in
in it.
One of thi
Tm sure very few of you have heard is excellently done. One of the best this film.
Quintet does "Sack of Woe," 'Tm comun where you won't need a blanket.
ironic
comedy
with
touches
of
mingling
flick,
that
scare
of this
but don't let
The Vantrease Jazz Quintet is named in' Home" and "Sweet Lover" especiSunday and Tuesday Who's Mi7idcomes
at
the
end.
Sithe
melodrama
you away. The Four Days falls under
jr its leader Ernest Vantrease who is ally well.
g The Store
the category heading of semi-docu- natra is trying to stop the
Jerry' Lewis rides again. If you liko
mentary. The frame story is true, the tion in the nominating
;rry Lewis, it is good Lewis and if
actors go un-named, and it's a terrific he is stopped in his search. By what?
ju like Jill St. John, it is excellent
The playing of the Star Spangled Banflick.
St. John. Otherwise back to the tube.
The story is of the spontaneous upFor those of you who are interested,
Sinatra is good in his own quiet way.
rising in German-held Naples on Septhe Oscars were a little disappointing,
tember 8, 1943. For four days there Also in the cast and equally as good are
ual. The N.A.A.CP. seems to have
was violent fighting from one end of Janet Leigh (the girl), Laurence Har- gotten in its two cents as Sidney Poithe city to the other. The people of vey (the brainwashed one), Angela
won best actor for Lillies of the
Naples were outnumbered and poorly Lansberry (the vice -presidential nomiField.
He was good, but both Finney
and Harvey's mother), and
they won.

'Vic

RICHARD DOBBIN

of Flicks

I

—

Whether or not nee's wife
and Newman were better in my opinreally wanted to keep James Gregory
(the vice- presidential
Melvyn Douglas in a very unreNaples is of no real importance. They nominee. This was Frankenheimer's
rding role as the father in Hud won
won, and their heroism, both personal first big success, and it is just that, a
er the robust performance of Hugh
and collective, is celebrated here.
Griffith in Tom Jones. Other than that
Nanni Loy, the young director and
Saturday and Monday 8V2
they were fair. Tom Jones won best picr of the screenplay, makes the
Autobiographies are the vogue, but a ture; Patricia Neal, best actress (Hud);
the
The
good one is a rare thing. Fellini chose Margaret Rutherford, best supporting
jumps from one part of the fighting to
to make his film, and, it is excellent. actress (The VJ.P/s); Tony Richardanother, then back 10 the first. Slowly
son, best director (Tom Jones); John
The
by
out of all this a pattern becomes clear
ct that Fellini has made seven films Osborne, best adapted screenplay (Tom
as more and more groups join together
Jones); John Addison, best musical
id three uncompleted ones.
in their push.
The black and white
The plot is about a director making score for non- musical motion picture
photography is excellent and the acta film. He is a success, but he still has (Tom Jones); and Andre Previn, best
ors are perfect. Go to see this one.
ive problems.
His producer has adapted musical score (Irma la Douce).
Owl Flick— The Marchurian Candigiven him a deadline to finish the film,
but he can't seem to do it. The plot is
This excellent film was up here last
not as important as the way it is shown
If you haven't seen it, it is a
year.
must, and if you have, it's worth anFellini has made this comic rather
other look.
than tragic, and the film is that much
The movie is based on the book by
better because of this. The dream seand
Richard Condon. Condon has a talent
quences are sometimes hard to follow,
for making the unbelievable, believbut at times the symbolism becomes
Largest
directory.
Lists
able, and he always has an unexpected
so universal that you don't need
hundreds of permanent career
plot twist, particularly at the end. John
Freud manual to follow it.
opportunities in Europe, South
Frankenheimer, the director, preserves
America, Africa and the Pacific.
The cast is made up of Fellini favthe tone and adds some touches of his
for
or FEMALE. Totals
orites
Marcello Mastroianni plays the
50 countries. Gives specific adThe story is pretty hard to sum up. director; Anouk Aimei, his wife; and
dresses and names prospective
The Chinese communists capture some Sandra Milo, his mistress. All appeared
U. S. employers with foreign
Americans during the Korean War in La Dolce Vita. They are all three
subsidiaries.
Exceptionally high
(pardon me— police action). They excellent as is the rest of the cast.
pay, free travel, etc.
In addibrainwash them and set one of them
This film is important in the fact that
tion, enclosed vital guide and
up as a living robot Then they use it is autobiographical. Fellini not only
procedures necessary for foreign
him in a plot to assassinate a man they shows some of the troubles in making
employment.
Satisfaction guarfeel sure will become president so a a film but also in making a life work.
man who is to be vice-president will His conclusion seems to be that life anteed. Send two dollars to Jobs
Abroad Directory —P. 0. Box
take over. This vice -presidential nomi- may be hard but never worth giving it
Phoenix, Arizona.
13 593
nee is a Joe McCarthy type who they up because of those great
armed but
the Germans

1.

—

1

,

1

JOBS ABROAD
STUDENTS
TEACHERS
NEW

OLDHAM
THEATRE

MALE

—

SUMMER JOBS
for

winchester, tennessee

<

Thubs., Fhi., April 23, 24

THE SEVEN FACES OF DR. LAO
THE BEATLES COME TO TOWN
Saturday, April 25

Double Feature

TAMMY AND THE BACHELOR
and
13

FRIGHTENED GIRLS

Sun., Mon., Tues., Wed.,

April

26, 27, 28, 29

STUDENTS

NEW

S'64 directory lists 2000c
job
openings in
50
states.
or FEMALE.
Unprecedented research for students includes exact pay rates
and job details. Names employers and their addresses for hiring
ndustry,
suimmer camps,
in
national parks, resorts, etc., etc.,
etc.
Hurry!! jobs filled early.

summer

MALE

Send

two

dollars.

Satisfaction

guaranteed. Send to:
Summer
Jobs Directory— P. 0. Box 13593
—Phoenix, Arizona.

